
Only your wallet can tell the difference 

between a regular counter system 

and a C-Flex counter system.



C-Flex also gives you fl exibility so you can change and 

update counter tops and surfaces or reconfi gure the whole 

counter layout without replacing the patented frame 

design. C-Flex is more environmentally friendly than 

traditional wood or metal counter units and provides you 

a better rate of asset utilization.

C-Flex counters are created as “integrated systems” 

and not as adjoining cabinets in a traditional modular 

counter system.

C-Flex’s design supports virtually any counter confi guration 

from simple straight counters to radius sales/service 

counters, to food prep/beverage counters, to island coff ee 

bars or even customized counter designs. Exterior facades 

and counter tops are available in a variety of materials to 

enhance your store imagery and fi t your budget.

•   C-Flex saves you money

• C-Flex is stronger and more durable than 

traditional counters

• C-Flex is easier to install

• C-Flex opens from behind for easy health 

department and NSF compliance

• C-Flex allows you to change and update counter 

tops/surfaces or re-confi gure the entire unit

• C-Flex ships fl at/unassembled or assembled

So, if you are looking to save money without sacrifi cing 

style and quality, then the revolutionary C-Flex counter 

system is for you. To learn more about C-Flex, call us at 

(270) 783-3900 or visit us at www.panoston.com.

You could pay more for a counter system 

but you would not get a better counter.

C-Flex is a revolutionary new design for C-Store counter systems. Instead of the old fashioned and 

wasteful box construction, C-Flex uses a patented tubular steel skeletal frame design that gives you 

a rugged, lightweight, stronger and easier to install counter system than traditional counter units.



C-Flex is totally changing the way C-Stores 

approach their counter systems. Designed and 

made in the USA by Pan-Oston who for over 

40 years has been leading the way with smart 

counter and checkout solutions built around 

your needs and those of your customers.
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